Plastic Slip Sheets, the storage and shipping choice of many industries, increase product stabilization and reduce load migration, while meeting unitized load parameters. An economical alternative to other shipping applications, they reduce transportation weight and cost, while allowing you to ship more product in less space.

Eliminate pallet recertification
Plastic Slip Sheets are a highly sustainable option made from a blend of recycled and virgin resins that comply with import/export regulations. And unlike wooden pallets and fiber slip sheets, they resist moisture and bacteria, while mitigating rodent and insect damage.

Die cut to product specifications, Plastic Slip Sheets are ideal for the food and beverage industry as well as the retail, electronics and home improvement industries.

Recapture Program
Plastic Tier Sheets can be recycled through our Recapture Program. This program allows you to reduce your company’s waste disposal costs, while minimizing your environmental footprint. For more information, please call 1-815-939-6192.